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Abstract

In this note we de¯ne a consent rule of level (®; ¯) with consent quotas s and t which
have the following meaning: someone's view about oneself as a quali¯ed/unquali¯ed
person is collectively con¯rmed if there are at least s individuals who think that this
person is higher quali¯ed than ® and at least t individuals who think that this person
is less unquali¯ed than ¯.

1 Introduction

Suppose that each member in a given society has a view about every individual, including
himself, whether he is quali¯ed or unquali¯ed. In this framework Samet and Schmeidler
(2000) introduce the consent rules as a class of voting rules which allow di®erent levels of
social intervention in one's decisions.
In order to incorporate the intensity of the views into such rules we allow for intuitionistic

fuzzy opinions, i.e. the individuals can use each number between 0 and 1 for a characterization
of each other. In this note we de¯ne a consent rule of level (®; ¯) with consent quotas s and
t which have the following meaning: someone's view about oneself as a quali¯ed/unquali¯ed
person is collectively con¯rmed if there are at least s individuals who think that this person is
higher quali¯ed than ® and at least t individuals who think that this person is less unquali¯ed
than ¯. We also characterize some particular cases of this consent rule and discuss the
dichotomy between the quali¯ed and the unquali¯ed in our extended context.

2 The Framework

The concept of an intuitionistic fuzzy set is introduced in Atanassov (1999, 1986) as a possible
generalization of the ordinary fuzzy sets (Zadeh (1965)).
Let an ordinary (non-fuzzy) set X be given. An intuitionistic fuzzy set A in X has the

form
A = f< x; ¹A(x); ºA(x) >: x 2 Xg ; (1)

where ¹A : X ! [0; 1] and ºA : X ! [0; 1] are functions de¯ning membership and nonmem-
bership, respectively, of each element in the set X to the set A, A µ X. Moreover, for each
x 2 X the inequality ¹A(x) + ºA(x) · 1 is ful¯lled. The number ¼A(x) = 1¡ ¹A(x)¡ ºA(x)
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is called intuitionistic fuzzy index of the element x 2 X. If ¼A(x) = 0 (ºA(x) = 1¡ ¹A(x))
for all x 2 X then the intuitionistic fuzzy set is an ordinary fuzzy set.
Let N = f1; . . . ; ng denote the set of all individuals in the society. We allow each individ-

ual i 2 N to have an intuitionistic fuzzy opinion about the question whether the members of
the society are quali¯ed, i.e. for each i 2 N we have the following intuitionistic fuzzy set:

Pi = fhj; ¹i(j); ºi(j)i : j 2 Ng ; (2)

where ¹i : N ! [0; 1] and ºi : N ! [0; 1] are functions de¯ning membership and nonmem-
bership, respectively, of each j 2 N to the set Pi, and for each j 2 N the following inequality
is ful¯lled: ¹i(j) + ºi(j) · 1:
In what follows we will write Pi = fh¹i(j); ºi(j)ig instead of (2). This intuitionistic fuzzy

set has the following interpretation. The individual i thinks that the individual j is quali¯ed
with a degree of ¹i(j) and that the same individual j is disquali¯ed with a degree of ºi(j).
Notice that a positive intuitionistic fuzzy index ¼i(j) indicates an indeterminacy in the opin-
ion in the sense of allowing for the possibility that the degrees of "being quali¯ed" and "being
disquali¯ed" for an individual j must not, in a straightforward way, be precisely balanced
vis-a-vis each other, with the one serving as a "residual" of the other. The information about
the opinions is collected via ballot-papers for each individual.
Notice that the points h1; 0i and h0; 1i describe an exact opinion of the individual i about

j and respectively say that j is quali¯ed or disquali¯ed with complete con¯dence. The latter
corresponds to the notion of an opinion given in Kasher and Rubinstein (1998) and used
in Samet and Schmeidler (2000) for the exact case. Moreover, the ordinary fuzzy case is
also captured in our de¯nition since every ordinary fuzzy opinion (ºi(j) = 1¡ ¹i(j)) is an
intuitionistic fuzzy opinion as well.

3 (®; ¯)¡Consent Rules
In this section we present a consent rule of level (®; ¯) by using the intuitionistic fuzzy
framework introduced above.
A pro¯le of views is an n£ n matrix

P =

0B@ P1
...
Pn

1CA =

0B@ h¹1(1); º1(1)i . . . h¹1(n); º1(n)i
...

...
h¹n(1); ºn(1)i . . . h¹n(n); ºn(n)i

1CA (3)

The row Pi describes the individual i's intuitionistic fuzzy opinion about all individuals
(including himself) in terms of degrees of quali¯ed/disquali¯ed. The columns Pj consists of
the intuitionistic fuzzy opinions of all other members of the society (including j) about the
individual j.
A rule is a function f which associates with each pro¯le P , a vector

f(P ) = (h¹(1); º(1)i ; . . . ; h¹(n); º(n)i) (4)

of collective identi¯ed society members.
Notice that since the opinion of each individual has two parts we need two level constants

in order to incorporate the intensity of an individual opinion in the de¯nition of the consent
rule.
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De¯nition 1 Let 1 · s1; s2; t1; t2 · n and ®; ¯ 2 [0; 1] with ® + ¯ · 1. A consent rule
of level (®; ¯) with consent quotas (s1; s2)and (t1; t2) is a rule f such that for each
individual j and pro¯le P :

> if ¹j(j) ¸ ® and ºj(j) · ¯, then
[h¹(j); º(j)i = h¹j(j); ºj(j)i]() [fjfi : ¹i(j) ¸ ®gj ¸ s1g ^ fjfi : ºi(j) · ¯gj ¸ t1g];
> if ¹j(j) < ® and ºj(j) > ¯, then

[h¹(j); º(j)i = h¹j(j); ºj(j)i]() [fjfi : ¹i(j) < ®gj ¸ s2g ^ fjfi : ºi(j) > ¯gj ¸ t2g];
> if ¹j(j) ¸ ® and ºj(j) > ¯, then
[h¹(j); º(j)i = h¹j(j); ºj(j)i]() [fjfi : ¹i(j) ¸ ®gj ¸ s1g ^ fjfi : ºi(j) > ¯gj ¸ t2g];
> if ¹j(j) < ® and ºj(j) · ¯, then
[h¹(j); º(j)i = h¹j(j); ºj(j)i]() [fjfi : ¹i(j) < ®gj ¸ s2g ^ fjfi : ºi(j) · ¯gj ¸ t1g].

Each of the above four cases describes a rule for social con¯rmation of someone's own
view about oneself. For example, in the ¯rst case the intuitionistic fuzzy opinion of j about
himself as higher quali¯ed than ® and less disquali¯ed than ¯ is socially accepted if there
are at least s1 ¡ 1 other individuals who think that j is higher quali¯ed than ® and at least
t1 ¡ 1 other individuals who think that j is less disquali¯ed than ¯. The other three cases
are analogously to interpret.

3.1 First Look

Consider an individual opinion h¹j(j); ºj(j)i with ¹j(j) ¸ ® and ºj(j) · ¯ that has to be
collective con¯rmed. If there is an individual i6= j with ¹i(j) ¸ ® and ºi(j) · ¯ then his
opinion would serve two points for the collective identity of j: (a) a point for the collective
de¯nition of j as higher quali¯ed than ® since i 2 fi : ¹i(j) ¸ ®g, and (b) a point for the
collective de¯nition of j as less disquali¯ed than ¯ since i 2 fi : ºi(j) · ¯g.
But if ¹i(j) ¸ ® and ºi(j) > ¯ then i's opinion would serve one point for the collective

identity of j as higher quali¯ed than ® since i 2 fi : ¹i(j) ¸ ®g, and no point for the collective
de¯nition of j as less disquali¯ed than ¯ since i =2 fi : ºi(j) · ¯g.
This possible splitting of an opinion is the reason for introducing four consent quotas

instead of two. In order to go into detail let us look at di®erent particular cases of the
consent rule de¯ned above.

3.1.1 Level (0; 0)

In this case the level constants ® and ¯ are ¯xed at its lowest values. Notice that there are
only two possibilities for an opinion that has to be con¯rmed: (a) If ¹j(j) ¸ 0 and ºj(j) = 0
then the consent quotas are s = s1 and t = t1, and (b) If ¹j(j) ¸ 0 and ºj(j) > 0 then the
consent quotas are s = s1 and t = t2.
The di®erence between (a) and (b) is in the negative opinion (in the sense of being

disquali¯ed if the question is "do you think that the individual j is quali¯ed") about oneself
and therefore the quotas t1 and t2 are di®erent. This di®erence has its background also in
the fact that the positive parts (in the sense of being quali¯ed if the question is "do you
think that the individual j is quali¯ed") in all other's opinions about j are treated by the
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two rules equally (i.e. ¹i(j) ¸ 0 for all i 2 N serves one point for the collective identi¯cation
of j as higher quali¯ed than 0) but this can be not true for the negative parts of the opinions
(i.e. ºi(j) = 0 or ºi(j) > 0 will serve no points for the collective identi¯cation of j as higher
disquali¯ed than 0 or equal disquali¯ed to 0, respectively).

3.1.2 Level (1; 0)

Suppose ¯rst that for some j 2 N we have h¹j(j); ºj(j)i = h1; 0i, i.e. j thinks with complete
con¯dence that he is quali¯ed. Then the society would conform this opinion of j if there
are at least s1 individuals with ¹i(j) = 1 and at least t1 individuals with ºi(j) = 0. Notice
that ¹i(j) = 1 implies an exact opinion of i about j but ºi(j) = 0 does not, i.e. the (exact)
positive part of one's own opinion about oneself can be con¯rmed only by individuals who
think in exact terms about j but the (exact) negative part of one's own opinion about oneself
can be con¯rmed also by individuals who think in intuitionistic fuzzy terms about j.
The ¯rst part of the above statement is not true when j describes with complete con¯dence

himself as a disquali¯ed person, i.e. h¹j(j); ºj(j)i = h0; 1i: all individuals with ¹i(j) < 1 and
ºi(j) > 0 serves points for a con¯rmation of j's own opinion about himself.
If, on the other hand, we have in general h¹j(j); ºj(j)i 6= h1; 0i then there are two pos-

sibilities: (a) ¹j(j) < 1 and ºj(j) > 0; and (b) ¹j(j) < 1 and ºj(j) = 0 that corresponds to
quotas (s2; t2) and (s2; t1), respectively.

3.1.3 Level (®; 0)

This is a situation that extreme cases are levels (0; 0) and (1; 0). Notice only that if the
inequality s1 < s2 is ful¯lled then the more marked the positive opinion of j about himself
(¹j(j) ¸ ®) is the less social intervention on this positive individual opinion is needed.
If, on the other hand, we have s1 > s2 then the conclusion is to the contrary: the less

marked the positive opinion of j about himself (¹j(j) < ®) is the more social intervention on
this positive individual opinion is needed.

3.1.4 Level (0; 1)

Suppose ¯rst that for some j 2 N we have h¹j(j); ºj(j)i = h0; 1i, i.e. j thinks with complete
con¯dence that he is disquali¯ed. Then the society would conform this opinion of j if there
are at least s1 individuals with ¹i(j) ¸ 0 and at least t1 individuals with ºi(j) · 1. Notice
that the other possibility h¹j(j); ºj(j)i 6= h0; 1i corresponds only to ¹i(j) ¸ 0 and ºi(j) · 1,
and hence to quotas (s1; t1).

3.1.5 Level (0; ¯)

This is a situation that extreme case are levels (0; 0) and (0; 1). Notice only that if the
inequality t1 < t2 is ful¯lled then the less marked the negative opinion of j about himself
(ºj(j) · ¯) is the less social intervention on this negative individual opinion is needed.
If, on the other hand, we have t1 > t2 then the conclusion is to the contrary: the more

marked the negative opinion of j about himself (ºj(j) > ¯) is the less social intervention on
this negative individual opinion is needed.
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3.2 Second Look

Suppose next, that the opinions of all individuals are exact: h1; 0i that corresponds to an
individual who is quali¯ed with complete con¯dence or h0; 1i indicating that the individual
who is this opinion about is disquali¯ed with complete con¯dence. Notice also that according
to our de¯nition this would correspond to quotas (s1; t1) and (s2; t2), respectively.
If h¹j(j); ºj(j)i = h1; 0i then the quotas are s1 and t1 but since

fi : ¹i(j) ¸ ®g = fi : ºi(i) · ¯g one can write s1 = t1 = s and if h¹j(j); ºj(j)i
= h0; 1i then the quotas are s2 and t2 but since fi : ¹i(j) < ®g = fi : ºi(i) > ¯g one can write
s2 = t2 = t. With other words we have the case analyzed in Samet and Schmeidler (2000).
What if h¹j(j); ºj(j)i = h1; 0i but not all opinions are exact? In order to answer this

question three remarks are needed:
> Let us consider the case in which for some i the inequalities ¹i(j) ¸ ® and ºi(j) · ¯

are ful¯lled. Then there is no di®erence between an intuitionistic fuzzy opinion with these
characteristics and an exact opinion h¹i(j); ºi(j)i = h1; 0i: both of them produce a point for
the collective con¯rmation of the exact opinion of j about himself as a quali¯ed person of
level 1 and a point for the collective con¯rmation of the exact opinion of j about himself as
a disquali¯ed person of level 0.
Is in this case the question "why intuitionistic fuzziness since there is no such a di®erence"

reasonable?
> It is not, because the absence of di®erence can be stated only if there are constants

® and ¯. These constants have a non-trivial meaning only if the individual opinions are
intuitionistic fuzzy.

> Consider now the case in which for some i is ful¯lled ¹i(j) ¸ ® and ºi(j) > ¯. Then
there is a di®erence between an intuitionistic fuzzy opinion with these characteristics and
an exact opinion h¹i(j); ºi(j)i = h1; 0i: both of them produce a point for the collective
con¯rmation of the exact opinion of j about himself as a quali¯ed person of level 1 but the
opinion with ºi(j) > ¯ produces no point for the collective con¯rmation of the exact opinion
of j about himself as a disquali¯ed person of level 0.
Therefore, we can conclude that the di®erences in the intuitionistic fuzzy individual opin-

ions are suitable incorporated in our de¯nition of the consent rule even the opinions that
have to be con¯rmed are exact (if h¹j(j); ºj(j)i = h0; 1i we have the analogous statement).
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